**Indications**

Use the Mini Vibrator for soft tissue massage or for nerve stimulation. The North Coast Mini Vibrator comes with one, size "C" battery and three rubber head attachments. Select the ball, spot or flat disc attachment most appropriate for the area being massaged. The Mini Vibrator cover may be left on for massage over broader skin or muscle areas.

**Note:** Do not immerse the Mini Vibrator in water. Do not use the Mini Vibrator in the throat or on the eye. Check with a physician prior to using the Mini Vibrator on pregnant women.

**Instructions For Use**

1. To insert the size "C" battery, turn the battery cover on the bottom of the unit counter-clockwise. Insert the battery with the positive side towards the top cover. Twist the battery cover clockwise to secure.

2. Remove the Mini Vibrator cover and snap the chosen head attachment in place until it is secure.

3. To change rubber head attachment, simply pull on the attachment piece until it pops out.

4. Use lotion or balm for massage with the North Coast Mini Vibrator.

**Instructions For Care**

1. Help prevent malfunction by keeping the Mini Vibrator out of humid rooms like the bathroom.

2. Keep the Mini Vibrator out of direct sunlight or strong heat.

3. Remove battery when not in use.

**Specification**

- **Power Source:** DC1.5V (1 x "C" cell)
- **C.P.M./s:** 92 cycles/s
- **Amplitude:** .06mm
- **Battery Life:** Approximately 90 minutes of continual operation
- **Size:** 1⅛" x 1¼" x 5¼" (4.2 x 3.3 x 13.5 cm)
- **Weight:** 3.5oz. (100g) without battery

**Limited Warranty:** Contact customer service for warranty information.
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